Abstract: This paper presents a theoretical analysis of the sound field reflected by a stage floor which is modeled as an infinite elastic plate excited by a point force. The model includes either an air-cavity or an absorptiv~cavity behind the plate. The effect the parameters of the plate and teh cavity on the reflected sound field is discussed through numerical exampleg.
INTRODUCTION
The effect of the stage floor on the acoustics of auditoria has two~pects: One is as a sound reflector which improves the sound transfer to the upper audience seats 1. The other is to enhance the sound of the low-registered strings both to the players and to the audience 2. The latter effect is called " reson~t support"
and it has been pointed out that it is due to the radiation from the floor plate which is excited mechanically by the musical instruments. To gain an insight into this effect of the floor vibrations on the reflected sound field, the authors3,4 have analyzed theoretically the sound field reflected by an infinite elwtic plate as a model of the stage floor. This paper analyzes the effect of the cavity below the stage floor, which is common in stage floor constructions.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Consider an infinite el~tic plate, as in The far-field solution of the reflected sound pr~sure including the effect of the plate vibration caused by both the incidence sound and the point force, pr,e(r, 0), is given m4:
Geometry of a cavity-ba&ed plate driven to vibration by a point force.
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where K(w) is a function which includes the effect of the structure below the plate. The energy ratio of the reflected sound wave by an plate is defined Z: &,e = infinite elmtic plate excited by a point force, p.,., to that for an infinite rigid In the air-cavity bxked case, a panel absorption dip appears at low frequencim, e.g., at about 30 Hz in Fig.2 (b). The other small peaks and dips, which are caused
by the acoustic resonances of the cavity, occur around j~= nco COS8, e.g., at 481, 962 and 1442 Hz in Fig.2 (b) .
These frequencies, j~, are interpreted M those where the impedance of the air cavity, in which standing waves occur along the z-axis in Fig. 1 , becomes zero.
The absorptive cavity shifts the panel absorption dip to lower frequencies than in the air-cavity backed cme, as seen for plane wave incidence5. The small peaks and dips become less significant because the absorptive media suppresses the acoustic rmonances of the cavity. 
